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Senior police officers have warned that Britain's inner
cities are threatened with an explosion of drug-related
killings
In a series of incidents over the past two days, police
have reported at least one man was shot dead and
several more injured in London
The capital is the latest region to experience an
upsurge in the use of firearms on the streets by drug
gagns who are using guns to enhance their status
We've being told the victim went to an unspecified
address yesterday evening
Where he was shot several times both on and off the
premises. 
I understand that the bullets were fired from several
different guns and that after staggering for several
minutes he collapsed on the ground before dying on
his way to hospital
Rhudeboy just shot someone
Filled him full of lead
Now another man lis dead...
All of de rhudeboy who love to fire shot
The killing an de shooting you know it haf stop
A 2000 now and we can't turn back
The youth upon the street dem a run it well slack
Dem a sell pure coke
Dem a sell pure crack
No matter if you're white
No matter if you're black
As the youth dem nowadays dem a fire pure shot
Dem a fire 16 and de Uzi and de Glock
Give dem education and make dem counter react
We gotta move forward and don't look back
Rhudeboy just shot someone, dead...
All of de people we gotta rise up
We must stand firm and tell dem on top
For countless generation this has never stop
Like a runaway train deh can't control dat
And when you check it out
It all deh same fact,
No matter where you're from it's where your mind's at
And de yool dem nowadays, dem haf ta chck dat
Hold down your 16 and Uzi and de Glock
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We need more inspiration to counter react
Educate yourself so you can anwer ba
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